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Kering-owned Gucci's  spring/summer 2017 eyewear campaign

 
By JEN KING

LISBON, Portugal Kering Group's global performance has been fueled by the reinvention of Gucci, whose success
demonstrates how fantastic creativity paired with top-notch execution bolsters market prowess.

During FT Business of Luxury Summit's opening keynote May 16, Kering's group managing director spoke to the "hot
sauce" that has made this year the most successful for the French luxury goods conglomerate. Although the
executive summed up strong performance to consumer loyalty, he explained how Kering's business model and
approach to balancing creativity, data and logistics has gleaned results for its individual brands and as a whole.

"I would say that the world of luxury has been changing," said Jean-Francois Palus, group managing director at
Kering Group. "The market is becoming more difficult. The pace of growth has slowed down, and in this
environment you need market share.

"In my view, this is something quite new," he said. "Today you need to take market share from the competition and to
do so creativity and craftsmanship are obvious. They are absolutely key and they are the drivers of a brand's
success. But, you need to have something more.

"You need to execute well. The reason for [Kering Group's] outstanding performance and our taking marketing
share from the competition is a combination of fantastic creativity and top-notch execution."

Cases at Kering
While in conversation with FT editor Lionel Barber, Mr. Palus stressed the importance of the relationship between a
brand's creative director, the CEO and the merchandizing director.

By asking questions of each, Kering is able to create momentum and an energy that balances the responsibilities,
but gleans productivity and worthwhile results.

Showing the necessity of this dynamic, Mr. Palus acknowledged you cannot really speak to market share with a
creative director as you can with a CEO and if you discuss a collection's balance with the merchandizing director,
that discussion can influence the designer.
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Above all, the three need to be aligned and lucid.

Left to right: FT editor Lionel Barber with Kering Group's Jean-Francios Palus

In the last two years, a successful case study is that of Gucci. Led by the Italian fashion house's "creative universe,"
Kering saw its luxury business activities increase by 34 percent for the first quarter of 2017.

Gucci had record growth for the quarter due to the growing enthusiasm for its revived aesthetic under the creative
direction of Alessandro Michele. Interest in Gucci resulted in revenue increases of 54 percent, within all regions
and product categories, including ready-to-wear and leather goods (see story).

Before being appointed creative director, Mr. Michele had already worked at Gucci for a number of years, and since
taking the helm has brought a new vision and aesthetic to the brand.

For Mr. Michele's Gucci to succeed, there needed to be company-wide alignment, led by Marco Bizzarri, CEO of
Gucci, that started with brand image and trickled down to collections, communications, retail concepts and even the
pace of deliveries.

While Gucci has been incredibly successful during a transition period, menswear brand Brioni did not see the same
stability and strong performance when a new creative director, Justin O'Shea, was brought on to shake things up. Mr.
O'Shea, who had no prior design experience, stepped down from his role at Brioni in less than a year's time (see
story).

Brioni has yet to appoint Mr. O'Shea's successor.

In this time of creative transition at Brioni, Gianluca Flore announced that his nearly two-year tenure as the brand's
CEO would come to an end in February 2017 (see story). In March, Brioni named Fabrizio Malverdi its CEO, looking
forward to greater international expansion (see story).

Brioni bespoke illustration

Mr. Palus feels that at some point, Brioni lost its  necessary alignment and the faithfulness in brand equity.

Though it has been a challenge, Mr. Palus and Kering has been working to reestablish what Brioni means as a brand,
is formalizing a new brand platform and is hopeful it will secure a creative director who embodies the vision in
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mind, and who will not deviate from Brioni's DNA.

Fashion flexibility
Beyond creative- and business-minded balances, a successful brand must develop a digital presence because
everything today moves incredibly fast.

Mr. Palus stressed that there is no harm in looking at other industries for digital inspiration and to learn, as the
"aristocratic" mindset that luxury is often beset with is counterproductive.

Luxury's digital dealings should take a holistic approach and online communications must be aligned with a
brand's image. Digital, which includes social media, allows a brand to create a personal bond with its consumer
base, enabled by data, as well as facilitating ecommerce sales.

Digital and consumers' instant gratification desires have led to the emergence of see-now, buy-now concept. While
not all brands willingly embraced the idea, it did nudge Kering brands to reconsider how storefronts are stocked,
warehousing and delivery pace and logistics.

Instead of a full collection, or 80 percent, landing in-stores at the start of a season, Kering's brands stagger drops
every two to three weeks. This strategy enables efficient manufacturing planning and sustains consumers' desire
and their sentiment for newness.

"[At Kering,] we think that our industry needs to be a bit less product centric, and to become way more customer
centric," Kering's Mr. Palus said.

"Being customer centric you realize that you need online channels, because when you want to buy a Brioni suit you
do not care if you buy it in a Brioni store, a Bergdorf Goodman[-type retailer] or on a Web site," he said. "We provide
you with a very seamless experience the moment you browse our channels.

"It is  not easy, but we have to do it."
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